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Francis wants church to master 'grammar of simplicity'
by John L. Allen Jr.
NCR Today
World Youth Day 2013
Rio de Janeiro — On papal trips, what one usually gets are pieces of a pope?s vision, meaning speeches
targeted for special groups or occasions that beckon one emphasis or another. Every now and then,
however, a pope has a chance to lay out his views in a programmatic fashion, and today brought one of
those rare moments in a speech Francis delivered to Brazil?s bishops.
Jesuit Fr. Federico Lombardi, the Vatican spokesman, said today's speech was the longest of Francis?
papacy so far and, if not its most important, certainly "very significant."
Shortly before leaving Brazil tomorrow, Francis is also scheduled to speak the coordinating committee of
the Episcopal Conference of Latin American (CELAM), and is expected to touch on many of the same
themes.
Scouring today?s 4,500-word speech, which stretched to six pages in the version distributed by the
Vatican, five ideas loomed especially large.
Popular Faith
Francis began with a reflection on Aparecida, Brazil?s great Marian shrine that draws an estimated ten
million visitors each year. According to tradition, a statue of Mary was found by three fishermen in a
nearby river in 1717.

Among other aspects of the Aparecida story, Francis noted the fact that Mary appeared with dark skin was
a means of breaching ?the shameful wall of slavery.? In that regard, he said, popular faith teaches that the
church is always ?called to be a means of reconciliation.?
Francis also said it?s striking the ordinary people were the first to welcome and assimilate the message of
Aparecida, saying, ?In the homes of the poor, God always finds a place.?
The pope argued that the church constantly needs to take popular faith and devotions seriously, because
they speak to the religious instincts of ordinary people.
?At times we lose people because they don?t understand what we?re saying, because we have lost the
language of simplicity,? he said, ?and import an intellectualism foreign to our people.?
Francis said the church must master ?the grammar of simplicity.?
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How to Get the People Back
Francis didn?t dodge the reality of massive defections from the Catholic church in Brazil in recent
decades to the evangelicals and Pentecostals, saying, ?We feel like those who must tally up a losing
season as we consider those who have left us, or no longer consider us credible or relevant.?
Yet, Francis argued, the losses aren?t irreversible.
?The reasons why people leave also contain reasons why they can eventually return,? he said.
To bring people back, he said, the church must be ?capable of warming hearts.? The way to do that, he
suggested, is with the pastoral basics: ?Scripture, catechesis, sacraments, community, friendship with the
Lord, Mary and the apostles.?
He also counseled patience in a world that seems to move ever faster.
?Is the church still able to move slowly: to take the time to listen, to have the patience to mend and
reassemble?? he asked. ?Or is the Church herself caught up in the frantic pursuit of efficiency??
The pope predicted people will respond to patience, warmth, and good pastoral care.
?Eventually,? he said, ?they will experience thirst.?
Collegiality
Addressing a group of bishops, Francis dwelt at some length on the notion of collegiality, meaning shared
authority among the bishops rather than an exclusively top-down model of leadership.
The remarks were directed at national bishops, but they?re also likely relevant for his understanding of his
own role as pope.
?The church in Brazil needs more than a national leader,? he said. ?It needs a network of regional
?testimonies? which speak the same language and in every place ensure not unanimity, but true unity in

the richness of diversity.?
He returned to the point, making a point that once again seems as applicable to the Vatican as it does to
the bishops? conference in Brazil.
?Central bureaucracy is not sufficient,? he said. ?There?s also a need for increased collegiality and
solidarity.?
Permanent Mission
The idea that every member of the church has to be a missionary, and that the church has to get out of the
sacristy and into the streets, is a constant theme in Francis? thought. He repeated it with the bishops today,
adding a twist: handing on the faith has to person-to-person, one person at a time.
?It?s like the baton in a relay race,? Francis said. You don?t throw it up in the air for whoever is able to
catch it, so that anyone who doesn?t catch it has to manage without.?
Reprising another signature theme, Francis said this permanent mission will succeed only if it?s rooted in
mercy.
?Without mercy we have little chance nowadays of becoming part of a world of ?wounded? persons in
need of understanding, forgiveness, [and] love,? he said.
Social Gospel
Francis said that the church ?claims the right to serve man in his wholeness,? which among other things
means engaging the burning social questions of the day. He urged the bishops ?do not be afraid to offer
this contribution.?
?The Church wants to make present that spiritual patrimony, without which society falls apart and cities
are overwhelmed by their own walls, pits, [and] barriers,? he said.
The church shares with others, Francis said, a core desire for progress on matters such as education,
health care and social harmony. What it can add, he said, is ?an underlying view of man, his freedom, his
value, his openness to the transcendent.?
Within that panorama, Francis called on Brazil?s bishops to have a special focus on the Amazon basin,
where the bulk of the country?s impoverished indigenous persons are concentrated, as well as the scene of
ferocious political and social battles over the environment and property rights.
He urged the bishops to train native clergy, to form priests ?suited to local conditions,? and to lift up ?the
church?s Amazonian face.?
(Follow John Allen on Twitter: @JohnLAllenJr)
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